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Overview

 Discuss University of Iowa’s Special 

Collections and their current situation in 

relation to finding aids, ArchivesSpace, 

and their collection.

 Dive into the creation of my “hybrid” 

position, my daily tasks, and the overall 

benefit of this type of position. 















The Hybrid: What is it and Why?

 Why? 

 ArchivesSpace management is a job position itself. 

 It should be noted, this type of management is separate from the IT perspective.  

 This is a management of collection/data within archivesSpace to prepare of 
patron use. 

 Special Collections needed a dedicated individual to ensure access to 
collection materials/data. 

 What is this position exactly? 

 Processing librarian + ArchivesSpace = Processing librarian/ArchivesSpace 
Manager.

 A mix of physically organizing and handling the collection, while simultaneously 
managing the finding aids/data electronically.



Job Duties: Digital

 Digital

 “Clean up” legacy collections

 Removing box numbers as the main title of items.

 Removing folders (we do not work at folder level)

 Reorganizing within each hierarchy (if needed). 

 Adding in additional notes

 Collection entry

 Physically processed collections: 

 Spreadsheet method vs. Manual entry

 Data

 Update locations, containers, container profiles, etc. 

 Assist with Aeon duties



Job Duties: Physical Handling

 Physical 

 Legacy collections

 Re-process legacy collections that have not been addressed for 15-30 years. 

 Re-box, re-label, re-organize series/hierarchies. 

 Unprocessed collections (legacy/new)

 Rough process the collection

 Final process

 Box and folder materials

 Format into spreadsheet for upload into Aspace. 



Job Duties: 

Aeon

 Implemented Aeon August 2018

 Aeon: a request and workflow 
management system.  

 It allows patrons to request 
materials via their account 
ahead of visiting special 
collections.  (It does many 
other amazing things as well). 

 Aeon, ArchivesSpace plugin

 This plugin allows patrons the 
option to request an materials 
directly from the finding aid in 
ArchivesSpace.

 This is a fantastic option, 
however because of our three 
formats of finding aids it has it’s 
issues. 



Conclusions

 Consistency

 Fluidity

 Liaison between other processing librarians and ArchivesSpace needs

 Collections are actively being entered/managed

 Increased access

 ArchivesSpace/Aeon Data management


